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NatCen

• Specialises in social policy research

• Policy and practice orientated sponsors

� Central government

� Local authorities

� Charitable trusts and foundations

• Time and resource limited

� Linear not iterative research structure

• ‘Critical realist’ or ‘pragmatic’ approach

� Combining qual and quant

� Interested in ‘real world’

� Believe that qualitative research is generalisable
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What is FrameWork and where does it sit on 

analytical journey?

• FrameWork

� An analytical and data management approach: case by theme 

method [1]

� A software package to facilitate data management and analysis 

[2]

� A chart or Framework within the data management procedure 

[3]
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Analytical journey
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Approaches to data management

• Objectives
� Re-assemble ‘fractured discourse’

� Chunking

� Reduce and prioritise

� Create ‘map’ of data

• Three ways to ‘cut’ data
� Theme-based

� Case-based

� Case and theme based

• Relationship with type of analysis
� Choice reflects type of analysis want to do

� Choice influences type of analysis easy to do
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Case and theme based approaches

• Sort and display the data both thematically and by case

• Practically do this by

� Creating a conceptual/thematic framework

� Create a grid/matrix

� Transfer the data for each case into the matrix cells

� Seems simplistic, but ‘devil is in the detail…’
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Case and theme based approach
 Main theme: Experience of crime 
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Framework

Data management tool using matrices

• Case and theme based approach

• Groups data using substantive ‘themes’ and ‘sub-

themes’

• Reduces data through summarisation and synthesis

• Retains links to original data
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Developing a successful 

Framework

• Success of analytical approach depends on good 

thematic framework

� Not too much or too little information for each case/sub-theme

• Choice of themes and sub-themes should:
� Facilitate analysis
� Be grounded in data

• Themes primarily descriptive

� Pragmatic not conceptual

� Doesn’t pre-determine interpretive categories

� Themes are not the analytical output
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Framework in practice [1]

• Qualitative follow-up to the British Gambling 

Prevalence Survey (BGPS) 2007

• Seek to expand and explore some of the key themes 

emerging

• Hidden and ‘hard to reach’ population

• Used BGPS 2007 as a sampling frame
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Framework in practice [2]

Aims and objectives:

• identify the range of factors affecting people’s experiences of 

gambling; 

• identify the range of factors affecting people’s choice of 

location or form of gambling; 

• map the range of factors that affect how much people spend 

on gambling; 

• identify the range of pathways that lead to problem gambling; 

• describe the impact of problem gambling on people’s lives; 

• identify the range of pathways out of problem gambling. 
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Framework in practice [3]

Development of topic guide:

• In depth interviews with range of gamblers focused on 

thematic areas

• Topic guide informed by objectives and research questions:

� Introduction

� Background

� First gambling experiences

� Current gambling behaviour

� Expenditure and debt

� Other impacts of gambling on lives
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Framework in practice [4]

• Data management: themes from topic guide inform 

development of FrameWork analytical structure

• Data management ‘themes’ not analytical outputs

• Used FrameWork software to organise, summarise and 

manage the data

• Iterative process between data and FrameWork process to 

develop final sub themes
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Framework in practice [5]
Final FrameWork for study:
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Framework in practice [6]

Analytical output:

• FrameWork themes interrogated and presented by new 
typologies of gambler:

� Peripheral

� Gambling enthusiast/business gambler

� Compulsive

• Typologies viewed as dynamic and existing along a spectrum. 
Theories of new typologies emerged during analysis and build 
on existing knowledge.

• Analytical typologies different from framework themes and 
sub themes
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More information:

• www.framework-natcen.co.uk

• www.natcen.ac.uk

• heather.wardle@natcen.ac.uk

• Jane Lewis and Jane Ritchie (eds) Qualitative Research 

Practice: A guide for social science students and researchers

(2003).


